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The Fifth Council: Word Picture Development - For A New Society  

EDUCATION 
Below we list - in no particular sequence  1511 

The initial thoughts and ideas for how a new Society might look DCW/HMK 

 TFC 
 

SDR CID Dept CURRENT SYSTEM - DEFECTS 

1511   Current system of education not working 

1511   Current system is far too academic-based 

1511   Current system is streamlined to academia 

1511   Current system is about survival of the fittest 

1511   Current system is about ticking boxes  

1511   Current system doesn’t utilise skills of parents 

1511   Current system does not allow for individuals to blossom and thrive 
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SDR CID Dept OUR VISION 

1511   Abolish any notion of a national curriculum 

1511   Buildings - for whole community 

1511   Change syllabus - no national curriculum 

1511   Child led - built on child’s strengths 

1511   Community activities  

1511   Community based - food growing  

1511   Education physical - about real-life situations - nurturing 

1511   Education to be holistic, include life skills and initiation ceremony into young man / womanhood 

1511   Education to be more physical 

1511   Finland education model to be assessed 

1511   Focus on growing food 

1511   Give hands-on learning to children 6 plus 

1511   Governance and justice on a “common law” basis 

1511   Holistic projects learning through purpose 

1511   Include nursing homes next to nurseries  

1511   Learn from education giants – Like Sir Ken Robinson 

1511   Learning - nature  

1511   Learning through doing - activity - Forest School 

1511   Making use of parental skills more 
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1511   Mixing in the community, seniors - tremendous life experiences 

1511   Multi-functional buildings 

1511   New education for all. Re-educate adults 

1511   New education that works for ALL children 

1511   No schools  

1511   Nurture spirituality and in touch with nature 

1511   Organic linking with nature at a young age  

1511   Pastoral care  

1511   Priority towards social skills emotional intelligence in “education” 

1511   Project led – maths, writing and other subjects [geography, science, technology comes in] 

1511   Project led to have end product  

1511   Raise arts education  

1511   Real life education 

1511   Rewarding experience 

1511   Sense of purpose 

1511   Smaller class sizes [x15] 

1511   Spiritual/meditational/pastoral care 

1511   Students live nearby  

1511   Taught by - parents + seniors 

1511   Teachers become more like mentors – guiding their students in self-learning 
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1511   Total educational change 

1511   Tutors specialised 

    

SDR CID Dept COMMENTARY 

1511 SH-629  Concerns about replacing one set of ideas with another.  Also concerns re an idealistic view that maybe 

doesn't take account of real problems.  I've seen what happens when absolute freedom is given to 

children not all children will “conform” in the expected way what happens when children with home 

issues are given freedom to do as they wish? 

Fully agree with learning through relationship but really mindful that it's an exchange that isn't always 

going to be repaid 

 

1511 HK-985  Education boils down to WHAT | WHY | WHERE | WHO | HOW  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

   END 

 


